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Auto Shutdown Manager Light is is a one of a kind Auto Shutdown utility and features all the
essential features in one solution. It supports WOL, Scheduled Shutdown, Power Save Mode,
Clamshell Mode, Set Power Save Limits, Set Time Limits, Wake on LAN, Power on Timer, Warnings on
Exit, Monitoring, Logging, Maintenance, Ransomware Removals, Filter Wizard, Scheduler, CPU Usage,
AM/PM etc. It also works with all kind of Windows OS like Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, 8.1,
10 and Windows Server 2008, 2012 and 2016. Auto Shutdown Manager Light has been in
development since January of 2011 and it works with Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 and
Windows 8.1, Windows 10 and Windows Server 2008, 2012, 2016 and Windows 7, Windows 8 and
Windows 8.1. Auto Shutdown Manager supports Group Shutdown Policies and allows automatic
shutdown of PCs or Laptops, based on a schedule, security or an event. There is no limit to the
number of clients the Auto Shutdown Manager can handle, and it works with WOL, Scheduled
Shutdown, Wake on LAN, CPU, Sleep, Power Save, Clock, Time limit and Maintenance. Auto
Shutdown Manager can operate as a standalone installation or in a client server model. An Auto
Shutdown Manager Server can manage thousands of clients; manage their settings by groups,
policies, WOL schedules, maintenance plans, statistics and much more. This allows an easy and
reliable management of thousands of clients from a single central place. You can also automatically
set PC hibernation settings, turn on the screen brightness, set power options, trigger silent Windows
shutdown and much more! The possibilities are really endless. With Auto Shutdown Manager you can
automate automatic shutdown, power up, hibernation, lock, log off, sleep, shutdown, restart, wake
up, turn on, cancel, ignore, restore or change values in the power configuration. You can also set
Windows to a silent, low-power or fast shutdown or hibernation mode at any point in time!
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for instance, it can run a timer that shuts down the computer after 25 minutes of inactivity. however,
you may also define a level of cpu or hdd activity to prevent the shutdown. thus, if there's a running
virus scan, for example, the app doesn't turn off the computer in the middle of the scan. this ensures
the maximum of savings by avoiding unwanted shutdowns. a shutdown can be programmed for any

time or different time patterns such as daily at 11pm or every friday night at 2am. not only the
shutdown mode can be selected flexibly for different times- such as standby, hibernate, restart or

power off depending on weekday or time-- but also if open documents should be saved automatically
before the shutdown gets executed. in addition, auto shutdown manager offers a wide range of
monitoring and logging utilities. these allow for remote access to your pc's status from a web

interface, which allows you to keep a close eye on your pc's status and even react to any potentially
dangerous situations. the logging utility allows you to create a detailed log of everything that your pc

does - right down to the current state of the keyboard. auto shutdown manager is an effective
solution for anyone in a situation where the computer needs to be shut down or the user leaves for a
certain period of time. it makes sure that the computer is always turned off when not in use, this way

it prevents wasted energy and reduces the risk of data corruption. auto shutdown manager is a
wonderful application to control the power saving and shutdown features of the computer.it is used
to keep the computer/laptop on even after a long period of inactivity. it provides many options to

specify the duration of time for the shutdown, the time at which the shutdown should take place, the
mode of the shutdown and the time at which the computer/laptop should be turned on.this is a

wonderful application to control the power saving and shutdown features of the computer. it is used
to keep the computer/laptop on even after a long period of inactivity. 5ec8ef588b
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